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Introduction to Protein Science provides a broad introduction to the contemporary study of proteins in health and disease,
suitable for students on biological, biochemical, and biomedical degrees internationally. The book relates the study of
proteins to the context of modern high-throughput data streams of genomics and proteomics.
Hunter Liam McKiernan would do anything to lure vampire Jennifer Williams into his trap--even use her sister, Eve,
against her. It was only fitting since he believed Jennifer killed his brother. But when he finally caught up with her,
Jennifer was not the cold-hearted creature he expected. She was beautiful, warm...and lonely. Liam couldn't resist the
urge to protect her--and the desire to make love to her. But a member of the Secret Vampire Society had killed Liam's
brother--a vampire who also wanted Jennifer himself....
In the explosive finale to the epic romantic saga, Bella has one final choice to make. Should she stay mortal and
strengthen her connection to the werewolves, or leave it all behind to become a vampire? When you loved the one who
was killing you, it left you no options. How could you run, how could you fight, when doing so would hurt that beloved
one? If your life was all you had to give, how could you not give it? If it was someone you truly loved? To be irrevocably in
love with a vampire is both fantasy and nightmare woven into a dangerously heightened reality for Bella Swan. Pulled in
one direction by her intense passion for Edward Cullen, and in another by her profound connection to werewolf Jacob
Black, a tumultuous year of temptation, loss, and strife have led her to the ultimate turning point. Her imminent choice to
either join the dark but seductive world of immortals or to pursue a fully human life has become the thread from which the
fates of two tribes hangs. This astonishing, breathlessly anticipated conclusion to the Twilight Saga illuminates the
secrets and mysteries of this spellbinding romantic epic. It's here! #1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a
triumphant return to the world of Twilight with the highly anticipated companion, Midnight Sun: the iconic love story of
Bella and Edward told from the vampire's point of view. "People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they want to
climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A literary phenomenon." -- The New York Times
How the legalization of assisted dying is changing our lives. Over the past five years, medical aid-in-dying (also known as
assisted suicide) has expanded rapidly in the United States and is now legally available to one in five Americans. This
growing social and political movement heralds the possibility of a new era of choice in dying. Yet very little is publicly
known about how medical aid-in-dying laws affect ordinary citizens once they are put into practice. Sociological studies of
new health policies have repeatedly demonstrated that the realities often fall short of advocacy visions, raising questions
about how much choice and control aid-in-dying actually affords. Scripting Death chronicles two years of ethnographic
research documenting the implementation of Vermont’s 2013 Patient Choice and Control at End of Life Act. Author Mara
Buchbinder weaves together stories collected from patients, caregivers, health care providers, activists, and legislators to
illustrate how they navigate aid-in-dying as a new medical frontier in the aftermath of legalization. Scripting Death
explains how medical aid-in-dying works, what motivates people to pursue it, and ultimately, why upholding the “right to
die” is very different from ensuring access to this life-ending procedure. This unprecedented, in-depth account uses the
case of assisted death as an entry point into ongoing cultural conversations about the changing landscape of death and
dying in the United States.
Do you harbor passionate otherworldly desires where the normal and paranormal collide? Let Harlequin® Nocturne bring
you into dark and dangerous territory where your senses will be awakened. Harlequin® Nocturne features two new fulllength paranormal romances for one great price every month! BILLIONAIRE WOLF by Karen Whiddon Ryan Howard is a
billionaire playboy and powerful shifter who, some say, is driven by carnal desire. Unable—or unwilling—to settle down, he
stalks the nightclubs of Galveston in search of meaningless conquests. But after one unforgettable weekend aboard his
yacht with the vibrantly sexy and irresistible Maria Miranda, Ryan finds himself in an unfamiliar position. For Maria is the
one who just walks away. And Ryan is facing a barrage of feelings new to him. As one of the last of a dying race of
Drakkor dragons, Maria's sole duty is to get with child—even if it means surrendering her body to a sexy stranger, then
moving on. She isn't ready for a man like Ryan. But when she's kidnapped by a merciless Drakkor, Maria must face her
greatest fear to claim a future. TAMING THE SHIFTER by Lisa Childs When Detective Kate Wever shoots a man in the
chest, she expects him to die…and to stay dead. But it seems that Warrick James is not like other men. What he is,
though, is a mystery that can only lead her deeper into danger. As she learns about Warrick's all-consuming quest to
stop whatever monster killed his father—a monster he'd apprehended and lost when Kate shot him—Kate realizes that
things in the underworld of Zantrax City are not as they seem. A reality that is even more crystal clear when she looks
into Warrick's glowing topaz eyes and sees a man whom she instinctively knows is no mere mortal and a passion that will
change her life forever. Look for 2 new paranormal stories every month from Harlequin® Nocturne!
Moose! The Reading Dog is inspired by the true story of a therapy dog. Moose shares his story about finding his forever
home and learning how to become a registered therapy dog. In the final chapter, Moose reflects on his journey and
describes his love for helping children become better readers. Along the way, readers learn about hard work and the
importance of finding and pursuing one's dream.
The Secret Vampire SocietySilhouette
When she is diagnosed with a terminal illness, Poppy is astounded when her best friend, James, reveals that he is a
vampire and has always loved her, and Poppy is forced to choose between dying young and becoming a vampire.
From the bestselling author of P.S. I Love You and Love, Rosie, Cecelia Ahern, comes an enchanting novel that leads
you to wonder if Not Seeing is believing! Readers and critics alike adore Cecelia Ahern for her lighthearted yet insightful
stories about modern women and their often unusual situations. In If You Could See Me Now, she takes that theme a
step further, offering us a heroine who is entirely believable, and the new man in her life who is, well, slightly less so.
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Elizabeth Egan's life runs on order: Both her home and her emotions are arranged just so, with little room for spontaneity.
It's how she counteracts the chaos of her family--an alcoholic mother who left when she was young, an emotionally
distant father, and a free-spirited sister, who seems to be following in their mother's footsteps, leaving her own sixyearold son, Luke, in Elizabeth's care. When Ivan, Luke's mysterious new grown-up friend, enters the picture, Elizabeth
doesnt know quite what to make of him. With his penchant for adventure and colorful take on things large and small, Ivan
opens Elizabeth's eyes to a whole new way of living. But is it for real? Is Ivan for real? If You Could See Me Now is a love
story with heart--and just a touch of magic.
Returning to Nuln after her adventures in Praag, Ulrika finds the Lahmian vampires preparing for war. Across the Old World, their
rivals, the von Carsteins, attack their strongholds and lead the witch hunters to their hidden lairs.
A BlueInk Reviews' notable book and a LoveReading's 'Indie Book we Love', Etty Steele Vampire Hunter's exciting story and
unique characters make it a fantastic read for younger and older readers alike.
Short essays on the major doctrines which have formed the foundations of Southern Baptist life and thought.
Having unseated Dungeons & Dragons, Pathfinder RPG is the world's bestselling tabletop roleplaying game-now available in a
series of novels.Larsa is a dhampir-half vampire, half human. In the gritty streets and haunted moors of gothic Ustalav, she's an
agent for the royal spymaster, keeping the peace between the capital city's secret vampire population and its huddled human
masses. Yet when a noblewoman's entire house is massacred by vampiric invaders, Larsa is drawn into a deadly game of cat and
mouse that will reveal far more about her own heritage than she ever wanted to know.
Elena's discovers her exciting new boyfriend is actually a vampire.
Percolation theory is the study of an idealized random medium in two or more dimensions. The emphasis of this book is upon core
mathematical material and the presentation of the shortest and most accessible proofs. Much new material appears in this second
edition including dynamic and static renormalization, strict inequalities between critical points, a sketch of the lace expansion, and
several essays on related fields and applications.
Book one of the New York Times-bestselling All Souls trilogy—"a wonderfully imaginative grown-up fantasy with all the magic of
Harry Potter and Twilight” (People). Look for the hit TV series “A Discovery of Witches,” streaming on AMC Plus, Sundance Now
and Shudder. Season 2 premieres January 9, 2021! Deborah Harkness’s sparkling debut, A Discovery of Witches, has brought
her into the spotlight and galvanized fans around the world. In this tale of passion and obsession, Diana Bishop, a young scholar
and a descendant of witches, discovers a long-lost and enchanted alchemical manuscript, Ashmole 782, deep in Oxford's Bodleian
Library. Its reappearance summons a fantastical underworld, which she navigates with her leading man, vampire geneticist
Matthew Clairmont. Harkness has created a universe to rival those of Anne Rice, Diana Gabaldon, and Elizabeth Kostova, and
she adds a scholar's depth to this riveting tale of magic and suspense. The story continues in book two, Shadow of Night, and
concludes with The Book of Life.
YA. Poppy is dying but a friend's kiss could give her eternal life.
This classic work of science fiction is widely considered to be the ultimate time-travel novel. When Daniel Eakins inherits a time
machine, he soon realizes that he has enormous power to shape the course of history. He can foil terrorists, prevent
assassinations, or just make some fast money at the racetrack. And if he doesn't like the results of the change, he can simply go
back in time and talk himself out of making it! But Dan soon finds that there are limits to his powers and forces beyond his control.

It takes two. Even if men aren't from Mars and women aren't from Venus, they still have different takes on what makes a
relationship work. In this he says--she says book, Bishop Joseph Walker and his wife Dr. Stephaine Walker tell you how
to know when you're in love and ready to take that next step of commitment. This dynamic and successful couple will
also dialogue about the place of intimacy, carving out time for each other, and the importance of creating a spiritual life
together in order to make significant and lasting decisions. They will also talk about the values necessary to keep couples
together in this temptation-laden culture.
A boy and a girl are taken to a cold world where they must escape or be frozen as specimens in an ice zoo.
While Lilith fends off an en masse attack by the secret vampire society known as Lumea Urm?toare (no, not THE Foo
Fighters), her daughter Vampirella makes the ultimate sacrifice to prevent a slaughter in Vampire Village.
Everyone needs a break sometimes, especially during the summer. After all, what's more relaxing, and more romantic,
than a midnight stroll through Paris? Or the way the moon reflects off the ocean? And if your mesmerizing, sexy date
happens to be ready to nibble your neck, who would want to say no? Vacations are a perfect time to indulge, so why not
spend a little quality time with these immortal hunks in three luscious tales of hot getaways. Treat yourself to a little bit of
summer moonlight with these tales brought to you by Michele Hauf, Kendra Leigh Castle and Lisa Childs.
Bestselling author Lisa Childs launches a new romantic suspense trilogy with The Runaway, an atmospheric, fast-paced
novel set on an island off the coast of Maine, where a former insane asylum has been reopened as Halcyon Hall. But
despite its efforts to present itself as a spa for the rich and famous, it can't escape its haunted past. When Bainesworth
Manor calls out to the cursed, they come. And they never leave again... "Atmospheric, emotional, and well-told." --New
York Times bestselling author, Lori Wilde I'm in trouble. Come get me. On a remote island off the coast of Maine lies a
secluded estate. There, behind wrought iron gates and rock walls, sits Halcyon Hall. Today, it is an exclusive spa
catering to wealthy elites and pampered celebrities. But once, it had another name--and a terrifying reputation . . .
Rosemary Tulle has come to Halcyon Hall desperate to find her younger sister. Seventeen-year-old Genevieve left a
brief, troubling message on Rosemary's phone, begging to be picked up. But Rosemary is not on the visitor list, and no
one will let her in . . . Halcyon Hall was once Bainesworth Manor, an asylum for the insane. Such places often draw
whispers about gruesome treatments and tortured inmates. In the case of Bainesworth, the reality may have been far
worse. Now, staff insist that Genevieve ran away, but Rosemary's instincts say otherwise. Rosemary and Genevieve
share an unsual bond, and she knows Genevieve wouldn't have just left. Compelled to turn for help to a man she hoped
never to see again, judge Whit Lawrence, she tries to learn the truth about Genevieve. But it will mean uncovering
secrets about Bainsworth Manor, and about Rosemary's own dark past--secrets with the power to kill . . . "Childs knows
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how to keep readers riveted." --RT Book Reviews "Grabs you from page one . . . Lisa Childs paints an eerie, haunting
suspense that will keep you riveted until the very last page!" --Rita Herron USA Today bestselling author
"There’s something strange about the new girls in town. Briar Creek, Oregon, has never seen anything like the
supernatural grace of Rowan, Kestrel, and Jade, three sisters who move into the dilapidated old house next to Mark and
Mary-Lynnette Carter"--Publisher.
Can Passion Override the Werewolf's Need for Vengeance? When Detective Kate Wever shoots a man in the chest, she
expects him to die…and to stay dead. But it seems that Warrick James is not like other men. What he is, though, is a
mystery that can only lead her deeper into danger. As she learns about Warrick's all-consuming quest to stop whatever
monster killed his father—a monster he'd apprehended and lost when Kate shot him—Kate realizes that things in the
underworld of Zantrax City are not as they seem. A reality that is even more crystal clear when she looks into Warrick's
glowing topaz eyes and sees a man whom she instinctively knows is no mere mortal and a passion that will change her
life forever.
An artist celebrates the many things he can do with a simple pen, and encourages the reader to do the same.
Milagro De Los Santos is having serious problems planning her wedding to fabulous Oswald Grant, M.D. Her future inlaws loathe her, her dog just died, and Oswald's family has a genetic anomaly that makes them crave blood. Then her
extravagant best friend hijacks the role of wedding coordinator, and the secretive Vampire Council assigns conniving
Cornelia Ducharme to guide the couple through the ancient vampire marriage rituals. To top it all off, Milagro's career is
on the skids. She's reduced to ghost-writing the memoirs of a loony little man who claims to be a shapeshifter. And why
does Cornelia's decadent, way too attractive brother, Ian, always show up whenever Milagro is away from Oswald?
When a series of accidents interferes with wedding plans, Oswald worries that Milagro is cracking under the pressure. Is
she just paranoid, or is a hidden enemy trying to make sure Milagro doesn't wed the undead?
Texas adventurer and vampire hunter Quincey Morris has managed to finally kill Dracula, only to find himself transformed
into a vampire, pursued by Professor Van Helsing and his friends, who seek to destroy him. Original.
Chicago's newest vampire, Merit, is assigned to protect the shape-shifter Alpha, Gabriel Keene, as thousands of his
brethren convene in the Windy City, but finds herself in an assassin's line of fire as tensions rise between the
supernaturals.
Huntress Eve Williams had a personal--and painful--reason to want Andre Vossimer dead. The professor was
devastatingly handsome, dangerously charismatic...and a member of the Secret Vampire Society. He was also the man
who killed her sister. But when Andre unexpectedly kissed Eve, her need for revenge was replaced by desire...and the
hope that Andre might not be a killer after all. Their passion was too strong to resist--even if being together put Eve in
danger of being hunted by the very vampires she was trained to slay...
The assumption still made in much social science research that Europe provides a universal model of development is
fundamentally mistaken, according to R. Bin Wong. The solution is not, however, simply to reject Eurocentric norms but
to build complementary perspectives, such as a Sinocentric one, to evaluate current understandings of European
developments. A genuinely comparative perspective, he argues, will free China from wrong expectations and will allow
those working on European problems to recognize the distinct character of Western development.
Everything you know about vampires is wrong, as struggling actress Esther Diamond discovers after taking a job as a
victim in The Vampyre, an off-Broadway cult hit in Manhattan. Not only is she besieged by fang-wearing vampire
groupies, fanatical anti-vampire activists, and the bloodsucking paparazzi, but she also has to put up with broody lead
actor Daemon Ravel, who claims to be a real vampire. But when one of Daemon's fan girls turns up dead—and drained of
all her blood—Esther is determined to help. She turns to her friend Max, a 350-year-old magician. Meanwhile, Detective
Connor Lopez, Esther's ex-almost-boyfriend, is convinced that Esther herself is the blood-sucking killer's next target.
Vamparazzi is the exciting fourth installment of the acclaimed Esther Diamond series.
Vampires, werewolves, witches, shapeshifters -- they live among us without our knowledge. Night World is their secret
society, a secret society with very strict rules. And falling in love breaks all the laws of the Night World. In Secret
Vampire, Poppy thought the summer would last forever. Then she was diagnosed with terminal cancer. Now Poppy's
only hope for survival is James, her friend and secret love. A vampire in the Night World, James can make Poppy
immortal. But first they both must risk everything to go against the laws of Night World. Fugitives from Night World, three
vampire sisters leave their isolated home to live among humans in Daughters of Darkness. Their brother, Ash, is sent to
bring the girls back, but he falls in love with their beautiful friend. Two witch cousins fight over their high school crush. It's
a battle between black magic and white magic in Spellbinder.
Carmen meets Adrian, 2nd in command of a secret vampire society, while painting a mural. She encounters one conflict
after another when she enters his world. A suspense-filled fantasy, romance. PG-13
Vamp Town imagines a world in which vampires and other supernatural monsters are alive and active and have been
around for a very long time.In 1890 the vampire race was on a rapid path to extinction. Alexei Rurik, Khan of all the
immortal families, proposed and signed a startling agreement with Theodore Roosevelt: In exchange for a haven and
guaranteed supply of blood, the undead would no longer roam the night feasting at will.For 126 years vampires and
humans have not mixed...until now.Passengers off a broken-down bus have stumbled into the reservation, known by its
guardians at the Center for Specter Control (a secret government agency) as Vamp Town, and agent Craig Wright with
his newly minted partner, Liz Adams, must lead the agency's military unit to retrieve them. But they may have a more
significant problem. Alexei's younger brother Vladimir has had his first taste of sweet, fresh blood in over a century. The
renewed strength he feels coursing through his veins has emboldened him to challenge his brother's leadership and
escape the confines of his perceived "prison" returning to an unsuspecting world in which vampires are merely urban
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fantasy characters that populate horror movies, books, and folk tales.To combat this renewed threat to humanity Craig
and Liz may have to listen to yet another outrageous proposal from Alexei...
Five smoulderingly sensual vampires are ready for lust, love and debauchery. From the sizzling dance floors of Paris to
the gothic playground of New Orleans, these demons are on the prowl for deliciously dangerous romance. They’ll have
to fight their own wicked urges, not to mention other dark supernatural forces, if they want it to be love at first bite!
Indulge your dark side with these sinfully hot short stories.
When the sexy redhead approaches Conner West at Club Underground, haunting ground of the Secret Vampire Society,
he knows making love to her would be a perfect distraction on the anniversary of his beloved's death. Conner doesn't
realize that he has met Brandi before--and that she wants revenge for turning her into a vampire. But in order for her plan
to succeed, she will first have to indulge her desire for her very naughty vampire...
DeFelice presents this intricate subject in an easy-to-follow, stepwise fashion: he reviews the fundamentals of electricity;
transfers those principles to a biological context; and expands the discussion to encompass the subject's practical
dimensions. Clear definitions and intuitive descriptions characterize the presentation, which is complemented by over 150
drawings and graphs. Mathematics is kept to the minimum necessary. The text covers both excitable and non-excitable
membranes and includes the plasma membrane as well as intracellular membranes. A unique, `electronics-made-simple'
appendix, designed specifically for biologists, treats the operational amplifiers used in patch clamp, and other appendices
offer solutions to equations and examples that illustrate principles.
The exceptional skill to heal supernatural beings is Doctor Benjamin Davison's gift—and his curse. His profession
demands secrecy. A secrecy that once cost him his marriage because his wife, Paige, refused to accept his covert life.
But even she can't deny the potent passion that continues to draw them together…. The last thing Paige Culver wants in
her life is a fresh web of lies. But that's what she finds herself trapped in once she agrees to run the popular nightclub
Club Underground. Her quest for the truth reveals that no one in her life is who they seem—not her customers, her exhusband…not even herself. But when an evil is unleashed, Paige gets more answers than she bargained for. Now she
and Benjamin must reunite to save themselves and their hopes for the future….
BORN IN CHAINS A MEN IN CHAINS NOVEL BY CARIS ROANE "Sexy, cool, edgy romantic fantasy...Prepare to be
enthralled." —New York Times bestselling author Lara Adrian on Ascension A VAMPIRE IN CHAINS. Adrien is an
Ancestral vampire, one of the strongest of his kind ever to exist. Scarred, tormented and extraordinarily powerful, he's
been imprisoned high in the Himalayan mountains...until a beautiful woman releases him from his chains and demands
his help. A WORLD IN DARKNESS. Two years ago, Lily's home was invaded by vampires who killed her family and
kidnapped her son. Now she has one mission—to get him back. And the only man who can help her is a vampire whose
strength has made him legendary. But can she ally herself a creature who frightens her...and ignites her darkest needs?
AN IMPOSSIBLE LOVE. As Adrien ushers Lily into his hidden vampire world, he must show her that his kind can be
trusted. But when saving her son requires her to unleash a weapon that will destroy his entire race, can he say the same
for her? "A thrilling new series! I can't get enough of these sexy warriors!" —New York Times bestselling author Gena
Showalter on Ascension
She leads the rebellion. Jack Daniels is an awkward, topnotch programmer and hacker as well as the secret vampirelifestyle blogger known as iByte. Becoming a vampire should have been the wildest thing to happen to her, but when a
supposedly benign, pamphlet-bearing, alien species makes first contact something sends her vampie-sense tingling. He
is the enemy. Tarc, Commander of the Alien Relocation Cooperative (ARC), thought that accepting the contract to
relocate the incredibly creative, though somewhat primitive humans, off of their dying planet would be a breeze.
Unfortunately, reality was not as advertised and he is left trying to suppress various rebellion groups refusing to fall in line
with his well-organized plans. An oh-so-close encounter with a potentially dangerous, human female leaves him confused
yet determined to uncover all that she is hiding. Or is he? When Jack and Tarc collide, neither one can maintain their
control. Torn between their individual loyalties and their rising desire for each other, passions flare, bloodletting ensues,
and secrets are revealed. Warning - this book contains sarcastic AI, prophetic t-shirts, and a profound appreciation for
pizza. Content Warning - Supernatural torture, discussed childhood emotional abuse, and power dynamics.
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